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Abstract
Experimental work on free will typically relies on deterministic stimuli to elicit judgments of free
will. We call this the Vignette-Judgment model. We outline a problem with research based on this
model. It seems that people either fail to respond to the deterministic aspects of vignettes when
making judgments or that their understanding of determinism differs from researcher expectations.
We provide some empirical evidence for this claim. In the end, we argue that people seem to lack
facility with the concept of determinism, which calls into question the validity of experimental
work operating under the Vignette-Judgment model. We also argue that alternative experimental
paradigms are unlikely to elicit judgments that are philosophically relevant to questions about the
metaphysics of free will.
Keywords: free will, determinism, error, intuitions, experimental philosophy
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1. Thought Experiments and the Folk Psychology of Free Will
Philosophical reflection on free will aims, broadly, to answer two questions:
The Compatibility Question: Is free will compatible with determinism?
The Traditional Question: Does anything have free will?1
Answers to these questions define the conceptual landscape of the free will debate. Those who
answer ‘yes’ to The Compatibility Question are compatibilists, while those who answer ‘no’ are
incompatibilists. Incompatibilists who answer ‘yes’ to The Traditional Question are libertarians,
while those who answer ‘no’ are hard incompatibilists.2
Many arguments for or against positions on The Compatibility Question utilize thought
experiments. These thought experiments typically require imagining activity in some deterministic
situation (or series of situations) and judging whether individuals in that situation are free. Thought
experiments are pervasive. Manipulation arguments attempt to show that some individual can
satisfy compatibilist conditions on free agency within a deterministic scenario and still act freely
(Kane, 1996; Mele, 2006; Pereboom, 2001). Ability arguments attempt to show that determinism
precludes powers of practical reasoning necessary for having free will (Taylor, 1966; van Inwagen,
1978). Intervener arguments attempt to show that agents can act freely even when they lack the
ability to do otherwise (Frankfurt, 1971; Sartorio, 2020). Thought experiments, then, can be a
valuable tool for understanding free will, especially with respect to The Compatibility Question.3
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van Inwagen (1983, p. 2).
Cmpatibilists typically affirm the existence of free will. This schema leaves out those who argue that having free
will is impossible (e.g., Strawson, 1986). This differs from hard incompatibilists, who hold that people could have
free will, but the conditions for having it are not satisfied in our universe (Pereboom, 2001).
3
A notable exception might be van Inwagen’s Consequence Argument, the conclusion of which is that determinism
is incompatible with free will. Roughly, the Consequence Argument has the following form:
1) N(P & L)
2)
((P&L) à A)
3) N(A)
Informally, the argument reads: Nobody has a choice about whether the distant past (before one’s birth) and the laws
of nature are the way they are. Given determinism, the conjunction of a description of the past and a description of the
laws at some time entails a description of the universe at every future time. Thus, if determinism is true, and nobody
2
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When thought experiments play a pivotal role in philosophical argumentation, it can be
useful to test the robustness of reactions to such experiments. Experimental philosophers have
recently examined the variability of reactions to thought experiments across demographic factors
(Nichols, 2011; Machery, 2017; Knobe, 2019). This experimental research can be useful in two
ways. First, it can diagnose the referents of theoretically significant terms, such as ‘cause’ or ‘free’
(Vargas, 2017). Second, it can diagnose idiosyncratic or parochial reactions to thought
experiments. Sometimes, these run together. Philosophers might employ a technical sense of ‘free’
that generates idiosyncratic reactions to thought experiments. Unchecked, we risk spinning out
theories of phenomena that make no contact with people’s ordinary experiences and categories
(Dennett, 2006). This applies to theorizing about free will, where theories incorporate terms such
as ‘choice’ or ‘ability’ that have some purchase in everyday discourse (Vargas, 2013).
Experimental work on free will beliefs has been guided by the Vignette-Judgment Model.
On this model, individual beliefs about free will are measured by eliciting judgments in response
to vignettes that encode some deterministic element. The content of free will beliefs is inferred by
measuring how judgments change based on changes to the target content. The Vignette-Judgment

has a choice about what the past or laws are like, then nobody has a choice about whether the future is the way that it
is. Van Inwagen interprets having a choice about whether p in terms of being able to render the proposition that p
false, which interpretation he claims captures some of our intuitions about decision-making (1983, pp. 66-68). But
what is this intuitive view of choice-making? An Essay on Free Will does not say, but elsewhere van Inwagen uses
thought experiments to illustrate that the ability to choose to bring it about that p requires being able to bring it about
either that p or that ~p, and that one cannot bring it about either that p or that ~p if it is inevitable that p (1978, pp.
215-16).
Moreover, van Inwagen uses thought experiments to counter some objections to the Consequence Argument.
Lewis (1981), for example, claims that we can understand the phrase ‘J was able to render p false’ in three different
ways:
A) J was able to do something such that had he done it, L [the description of the laws of nature] would be false.
B) J was able to do something such that his doing it would cause something that falsifies L.
C) J was able to do something such that his doing it (holding fixed the past) falsifies L.
If we understand the being able to render false relation in terms of either (A) or (B), then—Lewis argues—the
Consequence Argument is unsound. (C) makes the argument sound at the expense of making it question-begging, as
(C) interprets ability in a way that presupposes incompatibilism. Van Inwagen defends (C) as the correct sense of
being able to render false and rejects the charge of question-begging by appealing to a thought experiment (van
Inwagen 2004, p. 349; see also Murray & Nahmias: 2014, p. 457n33).
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Model provides a procedure for sorting people within the conceptual landscape related to the
Compatibility Question. Natural compatibilists tend to attribute free will or responsibility to
individuals depicted in deterministic scenarios, while natural incompatibilists tend to withhold
attributing free will or responsibility under those conditions. Presumably, this is because the
former, but not the latter, think that having free will is compatible with the truth of determinism.
In practice, judgments elicited by different vignettes paint a complex picture about attitudes
toward the Compatibility Question (May, 2014). Some have found that people tend to attribute
free will to individuals depicted in deterministic vignettes (Nahmias et al., 2005; Feltz et al., 2009),
while others have found opposed reactions in response to different vignettes (Nichols and Knobe,
2007; Nadelhoffer, Rose et al., 2020). Some have interpreted these results to mean that people
utilize distinct conditions for attributing free will, some of which reflect compatibilist
commitments and some of which do not (Knobe and Doris, 2010). Others have argued that people
are fundamentally motivated to blame individuals for wrongdoing and adopt whatever conditions
for free will satisfy the desire to punish (Clark et al., 2019). Thus, some see the variability in
participant judgments as a feature of our thinking about free will rather than a bug.
Others have proposed error theories to explain away judgments that support countervailing
conceptions of free will. The strategy is to show that these judgments are based either on peripheral
content of the vignette or a misunderstanding of the target content. For example, judgments that
seem to reflect incompatibilist commitments might reflect a misunderstanding of determinism as
entailing epiphenomenalism or fatalism (Nahmias and Murray, 2011; Murray and Nahmias, 2014).
On the other hand, judgments that seem to reflect compatibilist commitments might stem from
participants importing indeterminism into the vignettes despite the stimuli being deterministic
(Rose et al., 2017; Nadelhoffer, Rose et al., 2020).
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This highlights an important feature of the Vignette-Judgment model. The theoretical value
of some judgment depends on participant interpretations aligning with researcher expectations.
Researchers design materials to exemplify scenarios that are philosophically relevant. Participants
are assumed to interpret this content as the researcher intends. Folk judgments elicited by some
target content can indicate underlying philosophical commitments only when such judgments are
prompted by an accurate apprehension of that content (where accuracy, again, is a function of
congruence with researcher intentions).
From this, error theories of free will judgments share a common purpose: identifying ways
in which participant interpretations of vignettes might depart from researcher intentions. This
raises a question that bears on the prospects of experimental work on free will beliefs—and
experimental work on folk conceptual commitments more generally—namely, how we can tell
whether participants are responding to target content in a way that aligns with researcher
expectations.
The problem has been noted before, most recently by Nadelhoffer, Rose et al. (2020):
“From the standpoint of experimental design, putting compatibilism to the test requires that
researchers ensure that participants’ intuitions are sufficiently responsive to the deterministic
nature of the scenarios” (p. 3). This is The Tracking Problem. While they restrict the tracking
problem to measuring compatibilist commitments, we believe the problem can be stated generally
for any experimental work under the Vignette-Judgment Model.
2. The Tracking Problem
Suppose that participants are tracking the target content of vignettes in making judgments about
free will, as the Vignette-Judgment Model presumes. A contradiction can be derived from this
assumption with some additional premises.
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TP-1. Participant judgments elicited by vignettes used in experimental philosophical research
track the target content of the vignettes.
TP-2. The target content of vignettes used in experimental research on free will represents the
philosophical notion of determinism (hereafter, determinism).4
TP-3. Participant judgments of free will elicited by deterministic vignettes track determinism.
[1, 2]
TP-4. If participant judgments track determinism, then participants grasp the concept of
determinism.
TP-5. If participants grasp the concept of determinism, then participants can draw central
inferences about determinism.
TP-6. Participants cannot draw central inferences about determinism.
TP-7. Therefore, participant judgments of free will elicited by deterministic vignettes do not
track determinism.[3, 4, 5, 6]
This is the Tracking Problem stated generally. This formulation of the problem defines the space
of possible responses. Rejecting (TP-1) is the Nihilist response, as this would entail the theoretical
irrelevance of experimental research under the Vignette-Judgment Model. Rejecting (TP-2) is the
Miscommunication response, where researchers fail to properly encode determinism in the
materials used to elicit judgments. Rejecting (TP- 4) is the Nonconceptualist response to the
Tracking Problem, while rejecting (TP-5) is the Noninferentialist response. Finally, rejecting (TP6) is the Competence response.
Below, we mount an empirical case against the Competence response. With the evidence
for (TP-6) in place, we discuss whether the nonconceptualist or noninferentialist responses are
plausible. We argue that, for determinism, neither response seems plausible. This leaves either the
nihilist or miscommunication responses.
3. Grasping determinism
We think a strong empirical case can be made for denying that people can draw central inferences
about determinism associated with their grasping the concept. The argument is straightforward:

4

Put differently, the term ‘determinism’ as it occurs in The Compatibility Question and the target content of the
vignette denote the same proposition.
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1) People agree with statements that are not true in deterministic universes.
2) Agreeing with these statements constitutes making an error about the nature and
implications of determinism
3) Therefore, people make several errors about the nature and implications of
determinism.
4) If people could draw central inferences about the concept of determinism, they would
not make these errors.
5) Therefore, people cannot draw central inferences about determinism.
To assess the first premise, we ran a study that utilized standard materials from previous research
on judgments of free will in experimental philosophy. We also developed novel measures to assess
whether participants make correct inferences about these materials based on their deterministic
nature (Nadelhoffer et al., In press). We tested whether participants could draw three correct
inferences about our scenarios. Only 3% of our sample (16/556) made all three inferences
correctly. 34% of our sample (190/556) did not make any correct inferences.
Materials, data, preregistrations, power analyses, and analysis scripts are available in the
Supplementary Materials and on the OSF project page: <https://osf.io/gzqk2/>. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at the College of Charleston and run via Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk.
3.1 Methods
We initially ran three separate experiments to examine inferences about determinism. However,
because of similar design, we report methods and results for these experiments as a single study.
Details about power analyses for determining sample size can be found in Supplementary
Materials §1.
3.1.1 Participants
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659 participants were recruited to participate in the study. Because of simultaneous enrollment,
663 participants submitted responses. Per our pre-registered exclusion criteria, 46 participants
were excluded for failing attention checks, 43 were excluded for failing comprehension checks,
17 were excluded for inconsistent responding, and 1 participant did not finish the experiment. Data
from 556 participants was analyzed (Mage = 38.7, SDage = 11.1, 41% female, 81% Caucasian).
3.1.2 Materials and procedures
Participants were randomly assigned to read one of seven vignettes (described below):
Supercomputer (from Nahmias et al., 2005):
Imagine that in the next century we discover all the laws of nature, and we build a
supercomputer which can deduce from these laws of nature and from the current state of
everything in the world exactly what will be happening in the world at any future time. It
can look at everything about the way the world is and predict everything about how it will
be with 100% accuracy. Suppose that such a supercomputer existed, and it looks at the
state of the universe at a certain time on March 25th, 2150 A.D., twenty years before
Jeremy Hall is born. The computer then deduces from this information and the laws of
nature that Jeremy will definitely rob Fidelity Bank at 6:00 PM on January 26th, 2195. As
always, the supercomputer’s prediction is correct; Jeremy robs Fidelity Bank at 6:00 PM
on January 26th, 2195.
Universe A/B (from Nichols & Knobe, 2007):
Imagine a universe (Universe A) in which everything that happens is completely caused
by whatever happened before it. This is true from the very beginning of the universe, so
what happened in the beginning of the universe caused what happened next, and so on right
up until the present. For example one day John decided to have French Fries at lunch. Like
everything else, this decision was completely caused by what happened before it. So, if
everything in this universe was exactly the same up until John made his decision, then it
had to happen that John would decide to have French Fries.
Now imagine a universe (Universe B) in which almost everything that happens is
completely caused by whatever happened before it. The one exception is human decision
making. For example, one day Mary decided to have French Fries at lunch. Since a person’s
decision in this universe is not completely caused by what happened before it, even if
everything in the universe was exactly the same up until Mary made her decision, it did not
have to happen that Mary would decide to have French Fries. She could have decided to
have something diﬀerent.
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The key diﬀerence, then, is that in Universe A every decision is completely caused by what
happened before the decision— given the past, each decision has to happen the way that it
does. By contrast, in Universe B, decisions are not completely caused by the past, and each
human decision does not have to happen the way that it does.
Rollback Concrete Bad (from Nadelhoffer, Rose et al., 2020):
Imagine there is a universe that is re-created over and over again, starting from the exact
same initial conditions and with all the same laws of nature. In this universe the same
conditions and the same laws of nature produce the exact same outcomes, so that every
single time the universe is re-created, everything must happen the exact same way. For
instance, in this universe a person named Jim decides to rob a bank at a particular time, and
every time the universe is re-created, Jim decides to rob a bank at that time.
Rollback Abstract (from Nahmias et al., 2006):
Imagine there is a universe that is re-created over and over again, starting from the exact
same initial conditions and with all the same laws of nature. In this universe the same
conditions and the same laws of nature produce the exact same outcomes, so that every
single time the universe is re-created, everything must happen the exact same way. For
instance, a person in this universe will perform the same actions, at the same times, every
time this universe is re-created.
Determinism [Actual World] (from Roskies and Nichols, 2008):
Many eminent scientists have become convinced that every decision a person makes is
completely caused by what happened before the decision given the past, each decision has
to happen the way that it does. These scientists think that a person's decision is always an
inevitable result of their genetic makeup combined with environmental influences. So if a
person decides to commit a crime, this can always be explained as a result of past
influences. Any individual who had the same genetic makeup and the same environmental
influences would have decided exactly the same thing. This is because a person's decision
is always completely caused by what happened in the past.
Determinism [Alternate World] (from Roskies and Nichols, 2008):
Imagine an alternate universe, Universe A, that is much like earth. But in Universe A, many
eminent scientists have become convinced that in their universe, every decision a person
makes is completely caused by what happened before the decision - given the past, each
decision has to happen the way that it does. These scientists think that a person's decision
is always an inevitable result of their genetic makeup combined with environmental
influences. So if a person decides to commit a crime, this can always be explained as a
result of past influences. Any individual who had the same genetic makeup and the same
environmental influences would have decided exactly the same thing. This is because a
person's decision is always completely caused by what happened in the past.
Determinism [Conditional Ability] (from Nadelhoffer, Yin, and Graves, 2020):
Imagine Jim lives in a causally closed universe. In this universe, given the physical state
of the universe, the laws of the universe, and the fixity of the past, at any given moment
the universe is closed, like a train moving down the tracks. Whenever Jim makes a decision
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to act in a particular way, it’s always the case that he could have acted differently only if
something leading up to his decision had been different. In short, at any given moment,
there is one and only one choice and action genuinely open to Jim. Moreover, if you knew
absolutely everything about both the history of the universe and about Jim, you could
always know in advance what Jim is going to decide to do. He is not the only deciding
factor when it comes to what he does. Given the way the world was long before Jim was
born, everything in his life is in the cards, so to speak. Jim can make choices, but these
choices are the only choices open to him. Now, for illustrative purposes, imagine that Jim
decides to rob a bank.
Participants completed items about the similarity between the deterministic scenario and the actual
world, the possibility of the deterministic scenario, how vividly they imagined the scenario, and a
comprehension check:
Similarity: How similar do you think this universe is to our own universe? (6-pt. scale, 1 =
very dissimilar, 2 = dissimilar, 3 = somewhat dissimilar, 4 = somewhat similar, 5 = similar,
6 = very similar)5
Possibility: Do you think this scenario is possible? [Yes/No]
Vividness: How vividly could you imagine the previously described scenario? (5-pt. scale,
1 = very slightly or not at all, 2 = a little, 3 = moderately, 4 = quite a bit, 5 = extremely).
Comprehension: According to the scenario, when the universe is re-created over and over
again, the same initial conditions and the same laws of nature produce the exact same
outcomes every time. [True/False]6
These items were presented in random order. Afterward, participants were instructed to imagine
the scenario was real regardless of how they answered the previous questions. Participants then
registered judgments of free will and moral responsibility using a 7-pt. scale (1 = strongly disagree,
4 = neither agree nor disagree, 7 = strongly agree):
Free will: People in this scenario can act of their own free will.

5
Nichols and Knobe (2007) used a dichotomous similarity probe. To match this procedure, the similarity probe in this
condition was dichotomous rather than continuous.
6
This is the comprehension question for the Rollback scenarios. Each comprehension question was drawn from the
original studies that used the vignette. For a full list of comprehension questions, see the section on Stimuli & Measures
in the Supplementary Materials (§2).
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Moral responsibility: People in this scenario can be morally responsible for their actions.
Participants then completed items taken that measure different errors about the nature or
implications of determinism using a 7-pt. scale (1 = strongly disagree, 4 = neither agree nor
disagree, 7 = strongly agree). The wording of the items varied according to the content of the
vignette:
Bypassing items
1. It doesn’t make any sense to say that Jeremy made his own choice to rob the bank.
2. It’s not up to Jeremy whether or not to rob the bank.7
Fatalism items
1. Jeremy would have ended up robbing the bank no matter what he tried to do.
2. Jeremy will rob the bank no matter what.
Intrusion items
1. There was at least a slight chance that Jeremy could have chosen not to rob the bank
even if everything (including the laws of nature) had been exactly the same prior to his
decision.
2. It was open for Jeremy to choose not to rob the bank at the exact moment he decided
to rob it.
The error questions were taken from Nadelhoffer et al. (In press), who used 12 items (4 per error
category). We selected these items based on factor analyses (for details on item selection, see
Supplementary Materials §3). The order of items was randomized across participants.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Cross-study comparisons

7

These items might seem to measure whether participants believe that agents in deterministic universes can be the
ultimate sources of their decisions, rather than whether participants believe that mental states can be causally
efficacious in a deterministic universe. However, in Nadelhoffer et al. (In press), both items were highly correlated
with a different bypassing item: “What Jeremy wants and believes has no effect on what he does.” Additional analyses
(reported in Supplementary Materials §3) suggest that these three items measure the same construct. This provides
evidence that participants interpret the notion of ‘making one’s own choice’ and ‘being up to you’ in terms of causality
rather than ultimacy.
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Table 1 summarizes comparisons to previous findings (full discussion of comparisons are in
Supplementary Materials §4).
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Table 1. Summary of cross-study comparisons
Vignette
Source
Original finding8
Most similar = 90% indeterminism
Universe A/B
Nichols & Knobe
(2007)
Possibly responsible = 14% agree
N = 75
N = 19
Supercomputer
N = 73

Nahmias et al. (2005)
N = 21

Rollback concrete

Nahmias et al. (2006)
N = 8610

N = 71
Rollback abstract
N = 84
Determinism
conditional
N = 80
Determinism
Alternate
N = 88
Determinism Actual
N = 85

Nadelhoffer, Rose et al.
(2020)
N = 116
Nadelhoffer, Yin et al.
(2020)
N = 78
Roskies & Nichols
(2008)
N = 38
Roskies & Nichols
(2008)
N = 38

Current finding9
*Most similar = 60%
indeterminism

Responsible = 83% agree

*Possibly responsible = 51%
agree
**Responsible = 86% agree

Free will = 76% agree
Responsible = 77% agree

**Free will = 70% agree
*Responsible = 52% agree

Free will = 66% agree
Free will = 3.67 (SD = 2.4)

**Free will = 54% agree
*Free will = 4.46 (1.9)

Responsible = 4.40 (SD = 2.2)
Free will = 3.02 (1.3)

*Responsible = 5.10 (1.6)
*Free will = 4.72 (1.7)

Responsible= 3.84 (1.5)
*Responsible = 4.95 (1.5)
11
12
Impossible responsibility = 5.06
*Responsible = 4.24 (1.9)
Appropriate blame = 3.67
Impossible free will = 5.30
*Free will = 3.77 (2.0)
Impossible responsibility = 3.58
Appropriate blame = 5.35
Impossible free will = 4.30

*Responsible = 4.67 (1.8)
**Free will = 3.99 (1.8)

8

Studies that reported percentages used dichotomous probes to measure judgments of free will and responsibility. In
these cases, for purposes of comparison, we counted any participant who responded with a 5 or higher on the free will
or moral responsibility items as agreeing either that some individual is free (or responsible) or that free will (or
responsibility) is possible in a deterministic universe. Subsequent analyses do not utilize these dichotomized
measurements.
9
Current findings that fail to align with some aspects of the original research are marked with *. Findings that align
with original findings are marked with **. These differences are discussed in Supplementary Materials §4. Because
our primary aim was neither direct nor conceptual replication, we altered some measures and, at times, used different
procedures. Hence, we do not claim that our results replicate or fail to replicate past results.
10
Data on sample size was provided by Eddy Nahmias in personal correspondence.
11
Roskies & Nichols (2008) asked whether full moral responsibility is possible in the deterministic universe they
described. This differs from our item, which asked whether people can be morally responsible for their actions.
12
Standard deviations could not be calculated based on data provided in Roskies & Nichols (2008). Roskies and
Nichols measured belief in the impossibility of free will and responsibility. Hence, higher scores indicated stronger
belief in impossibility. Our scales were arranged so that higher magnitudes index greater attribution.
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The purpose of this study was neither direct nor conceptual replication. As such, we altered some
of our materials. Cross-study comparisons show that we failed to find evidence for results that
align with several findings from past studies (see Supplementary Materials §4).
3.2.2 Summary statistics
Means and standard deviations for judgments of free will, moral responsibility, and errors
are summarized in Table 2. Proportion of participants who agreed with error measures are
summarized for each category, as well as how many participants agreed with all three error
measures. If participant responses averaged greater than 4, we counted them as making an error.
If participant responses averaged lower than 4, they were counted as not making an error.13 Total
Fail reflects the number of participants who made an error on all three categories.

13

Participants who averaged 4 were not counted because the midpoint represented uncertainty or indifference.
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Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and error rates
Vignette

Count

Free
will

Moral
Responsibility

Bypassing

Bypassing
Miss

Fatalism

Fatalism
Miss

Intrusion

Intrusion
Miss

Total
Fail

Universe A/B

75

4.16 (1.8)

5.69 (1.1)

64 (85%)

3.57 (2.0)

42 (56%)

73

5.70 (1.3)

4.30 (1.7)

42 (58%)

55 (75%)

4.83 (1.5)

49 (67%)

Rollback
abstract
Rollback
concrete
Determinism
conditional
Determinism
Alternate
Determinism
Actual

71

4.99 (1.8)

5.15 (1.4)

53 (75%)

61 (86%)

3.95 (1.9)

38 (54%)

5.10 (1.6)

4.56 (1.6)

50 (60%)

71 (85%)

4.29 (1.7)

50 (60%)

4.95 (1.5)

4.50 (1.5)

43 (54%)

51 (64%)

4.42 (1.6)

51 (64%)

4.24 (1.9)

5.22 (1.4)

66 (75%)

72 (82%)

3.63 (1.8)

49 (56%)

4.67 (1.8)

5.09 (1.3)

64 (75%)

6.03
(0.8)
5.18
(1.4)
5.47
(1.2)
5.48
(1.3)
4.81
(1.4)
5.37
(1.3)
5.55
(1.1)

73 (97%)

Supercomputer

3.43
(1.9)
5.25
(1.7)
4.23
(2.0)
4.46
(1.9)
4.72
(1.7)
3.77
(2.0)
3.99
(1.8)

75 (88%)

4.09 (1.8)

45 (53%)

29
(39%)
28
(38%)
30
(42%)
24
(29%)
25
(31%)
23
(26%)
31
(36%)

84
80
88
85
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Across all conditions, participants tended to agree with Bypassing items (M = 4.93, SD = 1.5),
Fatalism items (M = 5.41, SD = 1.3), and Intrusion items (M = 4.10, SD = 1.8) (see Figure 1).
69% of participants (382/556) failed Bypassing, 82% (458/556) failed Fatalism, and 55%
(305/556) failed Intrusion. 22% of participants (125) failed only one category, 40% (225) failed
two, and 34% (190) failed all three. Less than 3% (16 participants) passed all three measures.
Figure 2 summarizes average error score for each vignette.

Figure 1. Mean error score across all conditions. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 2. Mean score on error items by vignette. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

3.2.3 Reliability and invariance of error measures
We computed split-half reliability to assess the internal consistency of error measures. Reliability
coefficients were computed using the Spearman-Brown Prophecy formula, which generates better
estimates of internal reliability for two-item scales than Cronbach’s alpha (de Vet et al., 2017).
Each category exhibited good internal reliability (Bypassing: r = .77; Fatalism: r = .69; Intrusion:
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r = .85).14 A confirmatory factor analysis showed that a three-factor model (where each category
mapped to a distinct latent variable) displayed the best model fit (CFI = .995, RMSEA = .041, 90%
CI[.00., .076], SRMR = 0.01; see Supplementary Materials §5.1).15
One-way ANOVA tests identified small effects of vignette on mean Bypassing (F(6, 549)
= 8.93, h2 = .09, 90% CI[.05, .12], p < .001), mean Fatalism (F(6, 549) = 7.00, h2 = .07, 95%
CI[.03, .10], p < .001), and mean Intrusion (F(6, 549) = 4.97, h2 = .05, 95% CI[.02, .08], p < .001).
To assess whether vignettes modulate responses to the error measures, we tested for measurement
invariance using structural equation modeling with the lavaan package in R (Rosseel, 2012). To
determine measurement invariance across groups, aspects of the model structure (as defined in the
CFA) are specified to be equal across the vignettes while retaining good model fit, that is, whether
the structure is similar across vignettes (configural invariance), whether factor loadings are similar
across vignettes (metric/weak invariance), and whether the item intercepts are similar across
vignettes (scalar/strong invariance).
To evaluate whether these measures and their structure are invariant, we compared 𝛸 !
statistics between the various models as well as the change in CFI statistics. If the 𝛸 ! comparison
is p > .05 or the change in the CFI < .02, then the model exhibits invariance. We found that our
model exhibits configural, weak, and strong invariance, but not strict invariance.16 From this, we
can assume that the same constructs are being measured across vignettes (measurement invariance
statistics are summarized in Supplementary Materials §5.4 Table S.13).
14

Coefficients greater than .60 indicate acceptable reliability, while those greater than .70 indicate good reliability (de
Vet et al., 2017).
15
Hu & Bentler (1999) suggest the following statistical thresholds for model fit: RMSEA < .06, SRMR < .08, and a
CFI > .90. Model test statistics are summarized in Supplementary Materials Table S.4.
16
Although a required component for full factorial invariance (Meredith, 1993), testing for residual invariance is not
a prerequisite for testing mean differences because the residuals are not part of the latent factor, so invariance of the
item residuals is inconsequential to interpretation of latent mean differences (Vandenberg and Lance, 2000). Thus,
many researchers omit this step. We included it because residual invariance is still reported in many tests of
measurement invariance (see Supplementary Materials §5.4 Table S.13).
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3.2.4 Relationship between error measures and judgment
To better understand potential interactions between error and judgments of free will, we
fitted two simple linear models predicting judgments of free will and moral responsibility,
respectively, with bypassing, fatalism, intrusion, and vignette as predictors. The models also
included all interaction terms.
An ANOVA identified a large effect of intrusion errors on free will judgments (F(1, 505)
= 404.27, p < .001, h2p = .44, 90% CI[.39, .49]) and a medium effect of bypassing errors on free
will judgments (F(1, 505) = 24.58, p < .001, h2p = .05, 90% CI[.02, .08]), qualified by an
interaction between bypassing and intrusion errors (F(1, 548) = 47.94, p < .001, h2p = .07, 90%
CI[.04, .10]) (see Figure 3a). There was no evidence for a main effect of fatalism errors (p = .43)
or a two-way interaction between bypassing and fatalism errors (p = .70) or intrusion and fatalism
errors (p = .08). We also found no evidence for any significant three-way interactions (all p >
.18).17

There was evidence for a significant four-way interaction (F(3, 505) = 2.77, p = .04, h2p = .02, 90% CI[.00, .03]).
Full pairwise comparisons are reported in Supplementary Materials §5.2.
17
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Figure 3. Average free will (Panel A) and responsibility (Panel B) ratings across error categories
and error type. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
To clarify the interaction between bypassing and intrusion, we computed tests of simple
main effects. Participants who made no intrusion errors attributed significantly more free will
when they made no bypassing errors (M = 4.16, 95% CI[3.78, 4.55]) compared to those who made
bypassing errors (M = 2.69, 95% CI[2.38, 3.01]) (t(548) = 5.81, p < .001, d = 1.07, 95% CI[0.70,
1.43]). However, when participants made intrusion errors, there was no evidence for a difference
in judgments of free will when they made no bypassing errors (M = 5.26, 95% CI[4.99, 5.53])
compared to when they made bypassing errors (M = 5.31, 95% CI[4.89, 5.73]) (t(548) = -0.21, p
= .83, d = -0.04, 95% CI[-0.40, 0.32]).18

18

This analysis papers over potentially interesting differences between different kinds of errors. For example, there
might be interesting differences between individuals who make only intrusion errors compared to individuals who
make all three errors. Treating each error as a separate factor does not capture these differences. We also analyzed
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An ANOVA identified a large effect of intrusion errors on responsibility judgments (F(1,
505) = 142.20, p < .001, h2p = .22, 90% CI[.17, .27]) and a medium effect of bypassing errors on
responsibility judgments (F(1, 505) = 31.57, p < .001, h2p = .06, 90% CI[.03, .10]), qualified by
an interaction between bypassing and intrusion errors (F(1, 505) = 27.86, p < .001, h2p = .05, 90%
CI[.03, .09]) (see Figure 3b). There was no evidence for a main effect of fatalism errors (p = .57)
or a two-way interaction between bypassing and fatalism errors (p = .48) or intrusion and fatalism
errors (p = .46). We also found no evidence for any significant three-way interactions (all p > .19)
and no evidence for a significant four-way interaction (p = .86).
To clarify the interaction between bypassing and intrusion, we computed tests of simple
main effects. Participants who made no intrusion errors attributed significantly more responsibility
when they made no bypassing errors (M = 5.39, 95% CI[4.98, 5.79]) compared to those who made
bypassing errors (M = 3.61, 95% CI[3.28, 3.95]) (t(548) = 6.67, p < .001, d = 1.22, 95% CI[0.86,
1.59]). However, when participants made intrusion errors, there was no evidence for a difference
in judgments of free will when they made no bypassing errors (M = 5.64, 95% CI[5.36, 5.92])
compared to when they made bypassing errors (M = 5.38, 95% CI[4.94, 5.83]) (t(548) = 0.98, p =
.33, d = 0.18, 95% CI[-0.18, 0.54]).
Bypassing errors were associated with lower judgments of free will and moral
responsibility compared to people who made neither bypassing nor intrusion errors or just
intrusion errors. However, when people make both bypassing and intrusion errors, judgments of
free will and moral responsibility are statistically indistinguishable from those who make only
intrusion errors.

differences between judgments of free will and moral responsibility when each of the 8 distinct error types are treated
as separate levels of the same factor (see Supplementary Materials §5.3).
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3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Error and judgment
Many participants seem to conflate determinism with different constructs (bypassing or fatalism)
or mistakenly interpret the implications of deterministic constraints on agents (intrusion).
Measures of item invariance suggest that participants were not responding differently to
error measures across different vignettes. Hence, responses to error measures cannot be explained
exclusively in terms of differences in vignettes, but rather seem to reflect participants’ mistaken
judgments about determinism. Further, these errors are associated with significant differences in
judgments about free will in predictable ways. Participants who conflate determinism with
bypassing attribute less free will to individuals in deterministic scenarios, while participants who
import intrusion into deterministic scenarios attribute greater free will. This makes sense. As
participants perceive mental states to be less causally efficacious, free will is diminished. However,
as people perceive more indeterminism, free will is amplified.
Additionally, we found that errors of intrusion are stronger than errors of bypassing or
fatalism. Because bypassing errors are associated with diminished judgments of free will and
intrusion errors are associated with amplified judgments, then, if all three errors were equal in
strength, we would expect a linear relationship between different errors: individuals who make
bypassing errors would have the lowest average judgments, individuals who make intrusion errors
would have the highest average judgments, and people who make both errors would be in the
middle (as both errors would cancel out). We did not observe this relationship. Instead, participants
who make intrusion errors are statistically indistinguishable from each other, no matter what other
errors they make. Thus, errors of intrusion seem to trump others in the process of forming
judgments of free will.
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The errors people make are not incidentally related to their judgments. Instead, there are
significant associations between people’s inferential errors about determinism and how they
attribute free will and responsibility. This evidence supports our claim that people make several
errors about the nature and implications of determinism.
3.3.2 Are these errors?
We assume that the bypassing, fatalism, and intrusion items measure errors about determinism. If
this assumption is correct, then agreement with these items indicates a failure to draw central
inferences about the implications of determinism. This assumption can be challenged in two ways.
Perhaps determinism as it is used in the context of the Compatibility Question is such that it is
compatible with the propositions expressed by the various error measures, or perhaps people
understand determinism in a way that differs from the conventions of philosophers interested in
the Compatibility Question. We address both challenges below.
Determinism is: “…the thesis that there is at any instant exactly one physically possible
future” (1983: 3). Determinism is a thesis about conditional necessities (Audi, 1993). That is,
future events are necessitated conditional on whichever laws of nature obtain and whatever facts
about the past are true. The truth of determinism thus entails a single physically possible future:
when certain conditions are fixed (i.e., the laws of nature and the past), then only one future is
possible. This conditional necessity is essential for differentiating determinism and fatalism.
Consider the fatalism items again:
Fatalism 1: Jeremy would have ended up robbing the bank no matter what he tried to do.
Fatalism 2: Jeremy will rob the bank no matter what.
The thesis of fatalism entails that only one future is logically possible, while determinism entails
that only one future is physically possible. Thus, if the laws of nature or the past were different,
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then a different future would obtain (Lewis, 1981; Vihvelin, 2004). In other words, determinism
does not preclude outcomes varying across the modal landscape. It is incorrect to agree that some
outcome will occur, given determinism, no matter what because the necessity associated with
determinism is conditional on the past and laws of nature being held fixed. Even if determinism is
true, it does not rule out the possibility of alternative sequences of events governed by different
sets of natural laws.
The thesis of determinism states that the laws of nature and facts about the past jointly
entail facts about the future. However, facts about the past encompass facts about individual
preferences and decision-making. What we want and decide forms part of the causal chain that
stretches from the past into the future. Thus, even if determinism is true, mental states make a
difference as to what happens (Nahmias, 2011; Sartorio, 2005). Therefore, determinism does not
entail the first bypassing statement:
Bypassing 1: It doesn’t make any sense to say that Jeremy made his own choice to rob the bank.
Determinism does not preclude the possibility of making choices that cause action. It simply rules
out the possibility of such choices operating independently of deterministic causal chains.
Likewise, determinism does not rule out the possibility of being considered a source of one’s
actions. If choices stem from wants and beliefs, then it seems possible for some actions to be up
to us even if determinism is true (Markosian, 1999). Thus, determinism does not preclude the
second bypassing statement:
Bypassing 2: It’s not up to Jeremy whether or not to rob the bank.
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Still, the Bypassing items might imply that Jeremy is not the ultimate source of his decisions. And
it might be the case that determinism precludes any agent from being the ultimate source of their
decisions even if their wants and beliefs are causally efficacious. However, in a previous study,
these Bypassing items were highly correlated with a statement that mental states have no effect on
decisions in deterministic universes (Nadelhoffer et al., In press; see also Supplementary Materials
§3). Thus, participants seem to interpret the Bypassing items in terms of whether mental states
make a difference to decisions rather than whether agents are the ultimate sources of their
decisions.
Finally, consider the intrusion items:
Intrusion 1: There was at least a slight chance that Jeremy could have chosen not to rob the bank
even if everything (including the laws of nature) had been exactly the same prior to his decision.
Intrusion 2: It was open for Jeremy to choose not to rob the bank at the exact moment he decided
to rob it.
Both items fix the laws and the past as part of the context for individual choices. Because
determinism implies necessity of the consequence, fixing the antecedent necessitates the
conclusion. Thus, when the laws of nature and past are fixed within deterministic scenarios, the
outcome is fixed. Both intrusion items, then, reflect errors about determinism.
Both Intrusion items admit of epistemic interpretations. Given everything Jeremy knows,
it is uncertain whether he will rob the bank. Participants might use this epistemic interpretation
when responding to the items, in which case agreement with either item might not constitute an
error about determinism. However, a model for predicting Bypassing scores found that average
Intrusion scores are a significant predictor of Bypassing scores even when controlling for average
Fatalism scores (b = -0.11, p < .001). As participants agree more that agents do not really make
their own choices, they tend to agree less that it was open for the agent to make a different choice.
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This suggests that people adopt a metaphysical reading of the Intrusion items, because whether
some agent is seen as really making a choice is associated with whether alternative choices are
open to that agent. To reiterate: this is an error. Participant responses to the Intrusion items suggest
that people think that the future is metaphysically open. But this marks a failure to appreciate how
determinism entails a metaphysically closed future.
A further problem with applying an epistemic interpretation of Intrusion items is that 36%
(202/556) of participants agreed with both Bypassing and Intrusion items. If we suppose that
participants adopt an epistemic reading of the Intrusion items, then we should assume they adopt
an epistemic reading of the Bypassing items. Consider a pair of such items:
-

In Universe A, it was open for John to choose not to have French Fries at the exact moment
he decided to have them. [Intrusion]
In Universe A, it’s not up to John whether or not to eat fries. [Bypassing]

An epistemic reading of the Intrusion item seems inconsistent with an epistemic reading of the
Bypassing item. From John’s perspective, it would seem open, given what John knows, to choose
to eat French fries or not and thus up to him whether or not he chooses to eat fries. However, if we
take a metaphysical reading of the Bypassing items, then we should adopt the same reading of the
Intrusion items. But agreeing with a metaphysical interpretation of the Intrusion items is clearly
an error.
The error measures used in our study reflect genuine inferential errors with respect to
determinism. Participant responses to our error measures might invite a different challenge. Why
think that the sense of determinism at issue in the Compatibility Question fixes reference?
Participants might have a different understanding of determinism, and we could prioritize the
meaning of ‘determinism’ that reflects common usage. However, there are two problems with this
response. First, the concept of determinism underlying judgments observed in our studies seems
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incoherent. Many participants made some combination of errors that included intrusion (255/556,
46%), meaning that almost half of our sample judged that it was both possible for people to choose
to do something different and that whatever happened would have happened no matter what. The
folk concept of determinism might embed this inconsistency, but we think this is unlikely. Further,
if we concede that people have a distinct concept of determinism from the one at issue in the
Compatibility Question, then folk intuitions do not have any evidential import for these theoretical
discussions. Put differently, if people believe that some distinct notion, determinism*, is
compatible with having free will, this does not obviously bear on whether determinism is
compatible with free will. At best, it would open a discussion as to why determinism (and not
determinism*) is at issue in discussions of the Compatibility Question.
Because many participant make inconsistent judgments, we think it is plausible that people
are making errors about determinism rather than operating with a distinct (potentially incoherent)
concept of determinism. Hence, we also think that our error measures in fact measure errors.
3.3.3 What explains the errors?
Errors can arise from various sources. Just because people make errors with respect to a particular
concept does not mean they cannot draw inferences centrally related to it. Recall the argument
meant to establish that people cannot make central inferences about determinism:
1) People agree with statements that are not true in deterministic universes.
2) Agreeing with these statements constitutes making an error about the nature and
implications of determinism
3) Therefore, people make several errors about the nature and implications of
determinism.
4) If people could draw central inferences about the concept of determinism, they would
not make these errors.
5) Therefore, people cannot draw central inferences about determinism.
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Different sources of error provide different evidence about one’s facility with a concept. Some
errors might be incidental or procedural, rather than conceptual.
Perhaps participants make errors because they do not understand the materials or respond
in bad faith. However, we included standard comprehension and attention checks to screen
participants prior to analyzing data. If participants did not attentively read the materials, we would
expect more participants to fail our comprehension checks. Moreover, the pattern of responses is
somewhat predictable. Judgments of intrusion are associated with greater attributions of free will
and responsibility, while judgments of bypassing and fatalism are associated with diminished
attributions. If participants were responding in bad faith, we would expect less predictable results.
It is impossible to completely rule out bad faith responding, but the results suggest that such
responding did not occur at rates that call into question their validity.
Some have suggested that judgments of free will and responsibility are driven by biases
toward blame validation (Clark et al., 2019). Accordingly, insofar as determinism might threaten
the justifiability of blame, participants might refuse to accept the deterministic aspects of the
scenario when making judgments about them. This is unlikely to serve as a general explanation.
Some of the vignettes had highly abstract content and included abstract items about the possibility
of free will and responsibility generally. These abstract scenarios are unlikely to activate biases
toward blame validation, as there is no concrete instance of wrongdoing that prompts a desire to
blame and punish (Nichols and Knobe, 2007). Further, some of the vignettes described non-actual
universes. It is unclear what would motivate a refusal to accept that determinism could be true in
any universe, even if there were biases toward rejecting the actual world’s being deterministic.
Finally, some errors might stem from bad materials. Clearer representations of determinism
might elicit fewer errors. While this is possible, note that it comes at the expense of denigrating
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widely used stimuli. Within the larger context of thinking about how everyday intuitions bear on
theorizing about the Compatibility Question, this response puts us back to square one: intuitions
don’t tell us much because the materials are not structured appropriately to draw out meaningful
judgments. Also, this response raises the question of what constitutes good materials. The vignettes
we used presented determinism in several different ways. It is unclear how better to describe
determinism in a way that does not resort to overly technical language.
If all or most errors were procedural or incidental, then the argument for the inability to
make central inferences would be invalid. However, because the errors seem mainly to be
conceptual, the argument seems valid. Moreover, we think the errors people make indicate a lack
of competence with respect to the concept of determinism. In terms of the Tracking Problem, we
think this constitutes good evidence for (TP-6).
4. Back to the tracking problem
The Tracking Problem results from a contradiction built on a series of seemingly plausible
premises and implications of these premises:
TP-1. Participant judgments elicited by vignettes used in experimental philosophical research
track the target content of the vignettes.
TP-2. The target content of vignettes used in experimental research on free will represents the
philosophical notion of determinism (hereafter, determinism).19
TP-3. Participant judgments of free will elicited by deterministic vignettes track determinism.
[1, 2]
TP-4. If participant judgments track determinism, then participants grasp the concept of
determinism.
TP-5. If participants grasp the concept of determinism, then participants can draw central
inferences about determinism.
TP-6. Participants cannot draw central inferences about determinism.
TP-7. Therefore, participant judgments of free will elicited by deterministic vignettes do not
track determinism.[3, 4, 5, 6]

19

Put differently, the term ‘determinism’ as it occurs in The Compatibility Question and the target content of the
vignette denote the same proposition.
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We have already made an empirically motivated case for (TP-6). Proponents of (TP-1) and (TP2) will likely insist that better materials can elicit theoretically meaningful judgments. However,
in the absence of better materials, what else could be said about the problem?
(TP-4) and (TP-5) make substantive claims about the relationship between having a
concept and the ability to draw inferences about that concept. Some well-known arguments for
externalism about mental content might suggest that (TP-5) is false. For example, Burge (1979)
argued that people can grasp the concept of arthritis even when mistakenly inferring that someone
has arthritis in their stomach. This is because individuals possess concepts in virtue of operating
within linguistic communities that have a history of successfully referring to the phenomenon
picked out by the concept, even if individuals occasionally fail to successfully refer. Some
inferences might also be peripheral to a concept. For example, someone could grasp the concept
of water without being able to infer that water boils at 212 degrees Fahrenheit at sea level.
Content externalist responses to the Tracking Problem are inadequate for two reasons.
First, people do not seem to operate within a linguistic community that has a history of successfully
referring to deterministic scenarios. Worries about determinism have always been relatively
academic. In the medieval and early modern period, philosophers and theologians wrestled with
the possibility of human freedom in the context of God’s omniscience and providential control, or
theological determinism (Murray, 1995). With the advent of Newtonian mechanics and the turn to
quantitative physics, the relevant notion of determinism became decidedly more scientific. Instead
of questioning whether God left room for freedom, scholars wondered whether there was any
wiggle room in a fundamentally physical universe governed by iron-clad laws (Ismael, 2013).
Thus, determinism is not a topic around which some portion of our everyday discourse might be
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organized.20 Second, concepts and inferences seem to dissociate for experiential concepts. That is,
people might acquire some concept through perceptual experience while also making certain errors
with respect to the concept. This explains why concept possession for arthritis and water can
tolerate some degree of ignorance because these concepts are acquired through perceptual
acquaintance. Notably, determinism is not a perceptual feature of any situation: deterministic and
indeterministic universes are perceptually indistinguishable (Horgan, 2015). Thus, it is unclear
how people would acquire the concept of determinism independently of testimony. But, in learning
about it, people would also acquire information that supports making certain kinds of inferences.
If those inferences cannot be made, this is good evidence that people do not grasp the concept.
Someone might object that (TP-5) and (TP-6) equivocate on the relevant inferences. That
is, the inferences at issue in (TP-5) are not central inferences. However, if the inferences measured
in our experiment are not relevant to determining whether people grasp the concept of
determinism, then what are the relevant inferences? The core features of determinism are that,
when the thesis of determinism is true at some world, the future is necessary conditional on certain
facts about the past and laws of nature obtaining in that world. How else can we assess whether
people grasp the concept than by asking people about the modal strength of determinism (fatalism),
the causal implications of determinism (bypassing), or the possibility of indeterminism (intrusion)?
If nothing else, the argument presented above puts the onus on the proponent of this skeptical
response to produce a distinctive list of central inferences.

20

This might not seem to be the case for theological determinism. After all, theological determinism raises difficult
questions about God’s grace and justice, both of which are central to the experiences of religious believers. However,
the difficulties themselves are also academic. For example, in the early 16th and 17th century, the Dominicans and
Jesuits engaged in heated debates about the relationship between God’s foreknowledge and the allocation of grace.
Eventually, the Pope was asked to resolve the dispute between the two orders. However, the Pope determined that too
little was known to make a definitive statement, and further debate on the topic was prohibited without special
dispensations. Thus, the debate was not considered practically serious enough as a matter of faith for the Catholic
Church to feel compelled to register an official statement on the problem of theological determinism (Murray, 2011:
Introduction).
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The last option is experimental nihilism (rejecting TP-1). That is, no matter how welldesigned some vignette is, participants are not able to respond to the target content because they
lack the core concepts implicated in such content. We want to briefly explore some of the
implications of this option and what it might mean for future work on free will beliefs. For one,
we are not suggesting general experimental nihilism for research into folk-psychological
judgments related to philosophical concepts. As we mentioned above, the soundness of the
Tracking Problem varies depending on the research questions.
Experimental nihilism might be relative to the Vignette-Judgment model. After all, the
primary issue might be that vignettes cannot encode target content about determinism in a way
that elicits theoretically meaningful judgments. Some researchers have proposed moving to
perceptual or feature-based paradigms to study attributions of free will and responsibility (Sosa et
al., 2021; Machery et al., In press). However, this does not address the Tracking Problem outlined
here. Determinism is not a perceptual feature of a situation, so it must be stipulated for it to inform
judgments in a perceptual paradigm. But the stipulation must provide some content to the notion
of determinism, which raises the issues of how to make this stipulation and whether people can
comprehend the implications of the stipulation. For perceptual paradigms to address the
Compatibility Question, stimuli must incorporate deterministic elements in the same way
proponents of the Vignette-Judgment model do. The same comprehension questions arise for
perceptual paradigms as vignette paradigms.
Others have advocated using natural language paradigms to assess folk psychological
categories of free will and responsibility (Monroe and Malle, 2010). The idea is that researchers
should examine folk-psychological constructs through everyday conceptualizations rather than
eliciting judgments through abstract or bizarre vignettes. We think that this is a promising
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methodology for studying folk-psychological constructs related to attributions of agency.
However, Monroe and Malle (2010) found that people’s lay conceptualizations of free will made
no reference to metaphysically loaded constructs like determinism: “People’s responses [to a
prompt about the conditions for free will] provide…no assumptions of substance dualism,
indeterminism or original causes” (p. 216). We think that these results are consistent with the
interpretation of our results presented above. That is, if people lack facility with the concept of
determinism, then we would expect that such concepts would not figure in folk conceptualizations
of free will. Thus, Monroe and Malle find exactly what we would expect if people lack facility
with the concept of determinism. However, if this interpretation is correct, then natural language
paradigms will not furnish evidence that bears on the Compatibility Question. Thus, while such
paradigms might be useful for studying other aspects of psychological attribution, they come at
the expense of delivering philosophically edifying results.
In conclusion, the Tracking Problem is not restricted to the experimental study of free will
beliefs. It is a general problem for work operating under the Vignette-Judgment model. This is
because the model relies on participants to make judgments in response to vignettes that encode
some philosophically relevant target content and to understand that target content in a way that
aligns with researcher expectations. The Tracking Problem exploits two different ways of failing
in these operations. Participants might respond to peripheral content or depart from researcher
expectations. With respect to free will beliefs, we suspect that participants are responding to
peripheral content because they do not have the concepts necessary for responding to the target
content in a way that aligns with researcher expectations. The situation might be different for
different concepts. For example, participants likely have a concept of ‘knowledge’, so there is
unlikely a parallel case to be made for (TP-6) applied to experimental epistemology. Either way,
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the conceptual landscape seems too variegated to draw any general lessons from the Tracking
Problem abstracted from a particular domain of study. We suggest that experimental researchers
who presume the Vignette-Judgment model consider the Tracking Problem when developing
materials to ensure vignettes elicit theoretically relevant judgments.
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